
Celebrity  Couple  News:  Are
Elijah  Wood  &  Mette-Marie
Kongsved  Engaged  and
Expecting?

By Katie Sotack

In celebrity couple news, congratulations are in order for
Elijah Wood and Mette-Marie Kongsved, who are rumored to be
engaged and expecting! According to UsMagazine.com, the couple
were spotted shopping for furniture in L.A. While Woods wore a
casual gray cardigan and jeans, his girlfriend sported a ring
on her left hand and a noticeable celebrity baby bump. It’s
left us to question, are wedding bells and baby cries in the
future for this pair?
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In  celebrity  couple  news,  rumors
are  running  wild  that  Elijah  and
Mette-Marie  are  engaged  and
expecting  a  baby.  What  are  some
ways  to  keep  your  relationship
private?

Cupid’s Advice:

Maintaining  your  privacy  goes  a  long  way  for  a  happy
relationship. Here is relationship advice for hiding away from
peeping eyes:

1. Keep it off social media: There’s plenty of reasons to keep
your relationship away from social media and not all of them
are as pessimistic as ‘what if it doesn’t work out’? The issue
with posting about your love is that it opens the gate for
questions and rumors about your situation. This doesn’t mean
you and your boo can never post. If you go somewhere special,
show it off! But don’t bombard your followers’ feed with the
deets on your intimacy.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Parenting:  Find  Out  What  Carrie
Underwood Is Doing Differently as a Second-Time Mom

2. Keep it positive: Backing each other up in public is a
necessity in a relationship. You have the right to disagree of
course, but keep the real fights and hurt feelings behind
closed doors. If your fighting in public and making up in
private, the world’s only going to know the negative.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Elin Nordegren Is Expecting
With Former Football Pro Jordan Cameron

3.  Keep  your  lips  sealed:  This  goes  along  with  keep  it
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positive. Generally you don’t want to be blabbing about your
business to just anybody. Don’t be the person who tells their
cashier their whole life story complete with complaints about
your significant other. Instead limit your expressions to your
inner circle.

How  do  you  keep  your  relationship  private?  Share  in  the
comments below!


